
Movilitas.Cloud Russia MDLP Solution
About the Regulation
Pharmaceutical companies selling into Russia are facing a looming deadline. As of January 1, 2020, 
any new medication released after this date must comply with Russia’s Federal Law No. 425-FZ. It 
dictates the requirements of drug serialization that manufacturers must meet. The goal of this 
regulation, as with others put forth in the EU and Asia, is to reduce the occurrence of counterfeit 
medications that could affect patient safety. The pharmaceutical industry has found this regulation 
difficult to meet based on complex requirements, manual processes and the fact that some details 
have yet to be finalised. Meeting the challenge requires a different approach to the technology 
solutions implemented for EU and other countries’ regulations. Stakeholders must gather more 
key data and communicate with Russian systems. 

The regulation requires a cryptographic key in addition to a 2D barcode and randomized serial 
numbers. Therefore, technology used in compliance solutions must be able to handle the longer 
codes from data exchange to aggregation. The law also specifies 50+ transactions must be 
monitored and reported on from manufacturing to dispensary.

The cryptographic key is requested from the Russian OMS for each order which may contain 
multiple products. The drug expiration period is currently in discussion and revolves around 
(de)commissioned product serial numbers that expire after 180 days and then must be destroyed. 
In addition, the reports, which must be encrypted and signed, are uploaded to the MDLP. This 
process is manual.

Movilitas.Cloud Russia MDLP Solution
To automate reporting, a supplementary solution can enable communication between SAP ATTP 
with the Russian MDLP system for message processing and retention.  
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Out of box application and no management of 
infrastructure

Monthly contract: no big investment that is very 
easy and quick to install and put into operation

Connect with various business channels 
such as Chestny ZNAK, emvo and NMVS

Real-time feedback after data upload / 
scanning from three different data centers

 



Movilitas.Cloud Russia MDLP Solution 
Movilitas.Cloud provides out of the box Business Channel for SAP ATTP connection

Download the 
mobile application:
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